
This document will outline the process that we use to create 
films for schools. 

We have two packages available – Standard and Premium. 
It is important that we understand what package we are  
creating and what the intended outcomes are. 

Booking: Upon signing the contract we will book in your shoot days 

and ask you to pay a booking fee. We will also book in a contingency shoot day, in 
case there are any major issues. 

Pre Production: The Script is the key as it will become a  

framework for the film, guiding us through the shots we will need. We 
will support you through writing the script, and suggest this process 

starts with bullet points. From there we can build a cohesive script 
that will capture the ethos of your school.  

Planning the Day: Once we have approval on the script we will create a 

list of the shots we need to capture. This shot list can then be organised 
into a filming plan for the day. We ask that you break down each activity 
into a 15 minute segment for the day. With 2 camera operators with 
different camera rigs we will capture a variety of content for each  
activity within the 15 minute timeframe. We can also direct a small  
sequence if required.  

Filming Days: We will arrive an hour before filming is set to start which 

allows us the time to set up the required cameras, lighting and audio. 
We do ask to have a dedicated space to set up to hold the interviews, 
it is possible for us to interview students, teachers or parents. We 

dedicate time at the end of the day for staff with a busy schedule, 
this is also when we recommend to interview the senior team. 

At Offset Films we will treat children's right to privacy with the utmost respect. There are 
a number of things we can do to avoid filming any students without permission, we will 
discuss this with each teacher as we enter a classroom. As a additional failsafe no film 
will be released without final authorisation from the school. 

https://www.offsetfilms.co.uk/schools
https://www.offsetfilms.co.uk/schools


File Storage: After final approval is received we will securely store 

your footage for 12 months with no additional charge, but after this 
time your footage will be cleared. 
Please send us a high resolution version of your logo. 

 We endeavour to deliver a first draft within 2 weeks.  

Reviewing your film: Your films will be delivered through our digital 

portal. You can view it from your mobile phone or on a browser without 
downloading any software. After reviewing the film you can make notes 
directly on it, which will timestamp them for us and bring your notes into 
our   editor. You can use the tools to draw, highlight and even circle any-
thing if you want it changed. 

First Draft: Our first draft will include licensed music that compli-

ments the message and style of the film. If you do not like our 
choice we are happy to send other suggestions or allow you to 
browse the library of music available. 

Recording interviews: Have no fear, anyone delivering a script to camera 

will not need to learn it. Our crew members can support interviewees in  
several ways: we can read the script sentence by sentence and have the 
interviewee repeat them to us, we can hold cue cards or provide a  
teleprompter. Our crew will offer coaching to make sure that any  
interviewees sound engaging to the audience.  
Even though the script is performed sentence by sentence, in the edit 
process we will make each sentence flow into the next and bridge gaps 
with the B-roll footage.  

Feedback: This is a perfect point to send the film to parent governors 

and other teachers, to gather any additional notes. Once all feedback 

has been collated, we will discuss with you how you would like those 

implemented and send you a revised draft. 
 

Final Draft: We will repeat the same process and send you  

the second draft link, you can make any final amendments that will be 

actioned before we will send you the final digital download. 



For more examples of our work:  
checkout www.offsetfilms.co.uk/schools  

See what our customers say about 
us: We have plenty of video testimonials on 

the website which cover the great things our  
customers have said about us. 

Downloading your new film: We will send you a final download link 

through our portal. Then its time to get using it: add it to your website homepage, 
send it out in your newsletter, share across social media, use it across Linkedin to 
attract talented teachers. Your film is a powerful tool you can now use to achieve 
your goals. 

Book your shoot today 
01473 598669 

Peace of mind: We will store your content free of charge for 12 months, 

if within that time you need any amendments made to your film, we will 
only charge for the hours that we work on fixing those issues.  
Additional time would be charged at £40 an hour + VAT. 

http://www.offsetfilms.co.uk/schools
https://vimeo.com/786856957
https://vimeo.com/714434479

